Why attend Cellebrite ENGAGE 2020?
Cellebrite Engage is the premier training event for law enforcement professionals that want to receive
the most relevant training in digital forensics, obtain valuable certifications, and establish a network of
professional relationships with other practitioners in the field.
Today the judicial system and citizens demand more precision, technological understanding, and
forensic competence from law enforcement. Demonstrating competence in gathering and analyzing
digital data from mobile devices, computers, and video is becoming more and more specialized and
requires advanced training and solutions to become and remain competent.
Training from real-world practitioners that understand your mission and the challenges you face helps
you recover and present your finding to the trier of fact. It helps you stay in front of real-world crimes
and emerging cybercrimes and allows you to be a more effective protector for those you serve.
Cellebrite trainers with decades of law enforcement and investigative experience designed Cellebrite
Engage with these concepts in mind.
Highlights on why I should attend:
•

Learn from the best: Cellebrite’s award-winning training team; Cellebrite Training is the gold
standard in forensic training, focusing on relevant skills to solve real-world crimes and to help to
get your evidence admitted. Take advantage of the best 2020 training pricing across the globe.

•

Certifications from Cellebrite are among the most sought after and most respected in the
industry. Cellebrite Certifications are cited as a foundational aspect for qualifying as an expert
witness in courts around the globe. Certifications are constructed to rigorous ISO standards and
include inexpensive re-certification paths to ensure your knowledge base stays current and
relevant in the rapidly changing forensic environment

•

Gain valuable insights from Cellebrite’s Product Management, R&D, and Solution Engineersteams. Meet directly with developers of Cellebrite’s solutions to discuss your specific challenges
and issues.

•

Attend world-class networking events and evening entertainment packed with fun. This is one of
the largest law-enforcement training focused events anywhere. Participants will leave with a
new network of contacts who can provide valuable insight and assistance in the real-world
environment.

Cellebrite Engage represents tremendous value for forensic students and their agencies, all in a beautiful
Myrtle Beach, South Carolina location.
I invite you to get engaged, get certified, and join us for a world-class training event.

Best regards,
Buddy Tidwell
Sr. V.P. Global Training, Cellebrite

